Student Services Hub

Open and ready to help
Who’s in the Hub?

The Student Services Hub is a new shared home & collaborative workspace for

- Centre for Student Engagement
- Accessibility Services
- Career Centre
- International Education Centre
- Health Promotion
What’s new?

• Hello Desk & resource area
• Activity & promotion spaces
• Discussion and conversation areas
• *Overheard* presentation space
• Space that naturally encourages collaboration and creativity
The Hello Desk

• The Hello Desk is the Hub’s centrepiece, connecting students with resources, particularly through peers and pro staff who are *deep generalists* with amazing knowledge and networks across campus.
Why a Hub?

A first stop for students who don’t know where to turn

- Staffed by extraordinarily well-trained professional & student peer/para-professional staff
- Promotion of holistic student development

Untangling students’ most complex issues

- Focus on triage, referrals & scaffolding
- Offering students opportunities for self-exploration & peer/professional interactions
Have a question?
Visit the Hello Desk at the Hub